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RETO Insider Summit – Fall 2017 
Meeting Minutes 
 
Saturday 11th of November was the day that RETO MOTO welcomed nine veteran Heroes 
& Generals players to its headquarters in Copenhagen to take part in the very first RETO 
Insider Summit. 
 
The RETO Insider Summit – Fall 2017 focused on veteran players and engaged community 
members to meet with the developers of Heroes & Generals. To exchange ideas and points 
of views in a relaxed setting. 
 
It is safe to say that we as game developers learned alot from meeting the nine invited 
Insiders – and we trust that they in turn also learned a bit more about who we are. 
 
The Insiders were great at bringing community feedback and concerns with them to the 
individual activities during the summit, while also taking care to express their personal views 
upon Heroes & Generals. 
 
We want to underline that meeting “just” nine Heroes & Generals players in person, does not 
mean that we believe that the views expressed during the summit necessarily express the 
views of every community members. That is why our community managers spend a lot of 
time in the various forums to keep up with what is going on. 
 
In this report you will find the meeting minutes, summarizing what was talked about during 
the The RETO Insider Summit – Fall 2017.  
 
Be aware that a lot of the stuff talked about during the Summit are just ideas and not actual 
designs, nor reflects any actual decisions. While other things mentioned might be designs 
but are not in actual production. 
 
In conclusion we at RETO MOTO are very happy with how the RETO Insider Summit turned 
out. And we look forward to planning and executing the next one. 
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The Insiders 
More than 500 applied through this campaign: 
https://heroesandgenerals.com/2017/09/we-want-you-as-an-insider/ 

Selection criteria for invitations 
● Application submitted before the October 5th deadline 
● Able to attend the summit on November 11th 
● Age 18+ at the time of application (for legal reasons) 
● Valid passport 
● English language skills on a sufficient level 
● Minimum of 2,000 hours of play time in Heroes & Generals 
● Geographical equality (at least two players from each of the main territories: Europe, 

The Americas, and Russia) 
● Faction equality (six faction aligned players and three non-faction aligned) 
● Clan involvement (six clan-members and three non-clan members) 
● AND not least: Engaged community members 

 
Nine Insiders were found: 
https://heroesandgenerals.com/2017/10/here-are-the-nine-insiders/ 

Insider Team Alpha (Reto.Robotron3000) 
● Marv2.0 
● WarDaemon 
● nebraskawow 

Insider Team Bravo (Reto.Circinus) 
● d|ng 
● RadicalEdward2 
● Belgwyn 

Insider Team Charlie (Reto.Hades) 
● Atway 
● BrandonSolo10 
● Lycrist_Katkiller 
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Day 0 
By Reto.Hades 
 
Beep Beep Beep! What an awful sound at 5:30 AM. The alarm was going and it was time for 
Reto.Circinus and Reto.hades to get out of bed and go to the Copenhagen Airport. Our first 
two Insiders would land early in the morning and it was our job to welcome them. It was 
early, but the cause was just. So we did what we were supposed to do, grabbed a train and 
went to the airfield. 
 
Once arrived at the airfield we placed ourselves close to the exit and held up our beautiful 
welcome boards. Before long our phones started buzzing 'Plane has landed'. Slightly 
nervous we made sure the Insiders names were readable for everyone leaving the arrival 
zone. After almost half an hour, our first guest arrived. RadicalEdward2 was searching 
where to go as his eyes stumbled upon us. There he was, the first out of nine Insiders. After 
about ten minutes, WarDaemon joined us as well and we left the airport towards their hotel. 
We learned them how to buy tickets for the metro and took them with us into the heart of 
Copenhagen. 
 
The streets were crowded as the four of us walked through the streets of Copenhagen. 
When we arrived at the hotel, we made sure the Insiders were all set before we headed to 
the office. They were the first ones to arrive, but certainly not the last ones. Throughout the 
day Reto.Circinus, Reto.Hades, Reto.McFly and Reto.Robotron3000 took turns to pick up all 
our guests. 
 
Most of the Insiders that arrived early explored the city a bit, wandering around as they came 
across some of the beautiful architecture of the city. It was a long day for some of them and 
being alone an entire day in a city you don't know isn't always fun, Reto.Chuckle and 
Reto.Hades decided to take everyone who wanted out for dinner. Unfortunately two of our 
Insiders had not arrived yet, and a third was hit bad by jetlag. Despite that, the six remaining 
Insiders and two Retos visited a nice restaurant. 
 
We had some good food and shared tales about the subject connecting us: Heroes & 
Generals. While having dinner and talking with everyone, I, Reto.Hades, suddenly realised 
another reason why I love gaming so much. A Russian, three Americans, two Germans, a 
Canadian and a Dutchman all sitting together, enjoying each others company. People from 
all these different nations that thirty years ago would have never met, all brought together 
sharing the same passion. 
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Summit Agenda 
 

Time Activity 

09:00 Insiders are picked up at the hotel 

09:15 Insiders arrive at RETO MOTO HQ 

09:30-10:00 Welcome + today’s program by Reto.KenSolo 

10:00-11:00 Current direction for RETO MOTO by Reto.JM 

11:00-11:10 Short break 

11:10-11:40 Current direction for H&G by Reto.RedBjarne 

11:40-12:30 Break + Lunch at Reto.cantina 

12:30-13:30 Tour of the studio by Reto.Robotron3000 

13:30-14:45 Activity round 1 

14:45-15:00 Break, rotate 

15:00-16:15 Activity round 2 

16:15-16:45 Break, rotate 

16:45-18:00 Activity round 3 

18:00-19:00 Break + Walk for dinner place 

19:00-21:00 Dinner 

21:00 RETO MOTO says goodnight and goodbye 

??:?? The visitors return to their hotels 
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Retos attending the Summit 
Reto.blackjama, Graphic Artist 
Reto.Blitz, Game Programmer 
Reto.christiano, Technical Artist 
Reto.Chuckle, QA 
Reto.Circinus, Community Manager 
Reto.Colding, Lead Animator 
Reto.eag, Game Programmer 
Reto.Gargamel, Support manager 
Reto.GreenBow, QA 
Reto.Hades, Community Manager 
Reto.Hr.Wille, Art Director 
Reto.JM, CEO 
Reto.KenSolo, Marketing Manager 
Reto.Leto, Game Programmer 
Reto.McFly, PR Manager 
Reto.Odin, UI/UX Designer 
Reto.Ogssan, Game Programmer 
Reto.Ondmis, Support 
Reto.RedBjarne, Game Director 
Reto.Robotron3000, Community Manager 
Reto.Splixxen, Head of QA & Support 
Reto.Stenum, Lead Programmer 
Reto.Tobby, Game Programmer 
Reto.Vashu, Game Programmer 
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Welcome + today’s program by Reto.KenSolo 
Reto.KenSolo, Marketing Manager 
 
Reto.KenSolo started the summit by welcoming the Insiders and walking through the agenda 
for the day. 
 
Reto.KenSolo told that RETO MOTO has been doing open development online since the 
game was in early alpha. When they started out with H&G they wanted a tight connection 
with the community with a lot of transparency. Somehow RETO MOTO lost sight of this 
focusing on getting the game ready for launch, etc. This caused frustrations in the 
community due to lack of communication from RETO MOTO, so change was needed and 
RETO MOTO wanted to get back to their roots and do even better. 
 
Reto.KenSolo said that Operation Glasnost started in the summer this year with more 
Twitch-streams, increased forum engagement, hiring a Russian Community Manager 
(Reto.Varish) to get closer to the Russian community, better moderation workflows and 
internal information-flow, introduced the “Letter from the CEO”, and reintroduced the 
“Intelligence Bulletin.” Many more things are to come in Operation Glasnost giving additional 
transparency to the players. 
 
Reto.KenSolo went on to talk about the RETO Insider Summit as part of Operation Glasnost. 
More than 500 player applied and nine were selected based on certain criteria. This first 
summit was about and for the Veteran players and the engaged community members. The 
next summit might be about something completely different, so all who has applied will be 
considered for the next summit. 
 
Reto.KenSolo shared what RETO MOTO expected from the Insiders and what the Insiders 
should expect from RETO MOTO. Everybody should be well prepared for the Summit, 
should listen and learn and engage in discussions as well as treat each other with respect 
and accept that opinions can differ. Everything the Insiders learn can be told to others, 
except if RETO MOTO asks them not to. We have a common goal: To make Heroes & 
Generals the ultimate WW2 game experience! 
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Current direction for RETO MOTO by Reto.JM 
Reto.JM, CEO 
 
Reto.JM started by expressing that he was really happy to meet all the Insiders and asked 
them how the flight had been. He told the Insiders that they could ask him any questions 
they like both after the presentation and during the day. 
 
Reto.JM gave some background of where he is coming from and told that he has worked 
with developers from the publishing side for many years, starting with MMOs and most 
recently with F2P games. He joined RETO MOTO as a CEO because he saw a high 
potential in the game and in the team, and because he is convinced that he can help the 
team make a difference. H&G as it is now is only the beginning! 
 
Reto.JM talked about his perception of the players.They are players intent on winning the 
battles and the war, but also really dedicated to the game. They want RETO MOTO to take 
good care of “their” game and this is what makes RETO MOTO and H&G stronger. He 
believes that the game will continue to evolve because of the dedication of the players, 
because they care and because RETO MOTO needs the player feedback to deliver the best 
World War 2 game. 
 
Reto.JM stated that RETO MOTO is not here to “make a quick buck” by squeezing the 
players, but rather focused on long term engagement and retaining the players longer. There 
is not a huge focus on acquiring new users either, until the first time user experience is 
further improved. The game needs more love and more polish, better UI and UX, etc.  
 
Reto.JM told that since he joined, the team has worked hard in focusing more on player 
feedback, on putting the player first. Operation Glasnost is only the beginning and RETO 
MOTO will continue to focus on players feedback and be transparent. 
 
Reto.JM has noted that the discussions on the forums sometimes can be heated and 
understands that they are so because people care about the game and wants the best for 
the game. He adds that even though some discussions are heated we must remember to 
treat each other with respect. Respect of each other’s opinions and that we as a company, 
as employees, as well as players should not call each other names or insult each other or in 
general be disrespectful to each other. Wardaemon and BrandonSolo10 confirmed that they 
also believe that the heated discussions are due to the fact that many players do care about 
the game and not the opposite. 
 
Reto.JM thinks that the RETO MOTO team is very talented, committed, sticks together, 
respects each other, everyone helps each other and respects each other. This is a great 
advantage and allows RETO MOTO to work more and more efficiently even though the team 
is still small. 
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Reto.JM stated that the company is evolving and is getting more structured in order to 
deliver better features and content faster to serve its players better. It is going to start 
“existing” in the game industry with more involvement within the game industry locally and 
internationally. It will also focus on H&G’s expansion geographically, all this while improving 
the service and keeping up to date with the latest and greatest industry standards. Finally, 
the company wants in the long run grow to become more than H&G, developing and running 
more than one title. For now though, RETO MOTO only develops and focuses on one game 
that needs much love: Heroes & Generals. 
 
Several of the Insiders shared that they thought that Update 1.09 was the best update in a 
long time with very little negative feedback and a lot of praise from the community.  
 
Wardaemon stated that in his opinion there are no real Pay2Win elements in Heroes & 
Generals and several of the other Insiders backed him up in this. 
 
Belgwyn said that in other games there are a lot of vanity items and that it would be a good 
idea to have more vanity items in H&G - this could be for instance vehicles that performs like 
other existing vehicles but looks differently. 
 
Reto.JM told that RETO MOTO has a data analyst (Reto.chotasmurf), who is constantly 
looking at numbers to see what can be improved, how the balance is, etc. 
 
Reto.JM also said H&G has a bunch of unique features that attracts an incredible interest 
from a huge amount of players and these features should have more attention. 
 
BrandonSolo10 added that what keeps him hooked to H&G is the potential that it has and 
several of the Insiders backed him up in this. Wardaemon also mentioned that the fact that 
all battles matter is what keeps him engaged. 
 
Wardaemon asked if it was possible to get access to features and new updates at an early 
state and Reto.JM told that this is what the prototype server is for and that RETO MOTO is 
also considering an additional public test setup. 
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Current direction for H&G by Reto.RedBjarne 
Reto.RedBjarne, Game Director 
 
Reto.RedBjarne presented the current direction of where Heroes & Generals is heading - no 
Q&A was planned for for this presentation, as the Insiders would have time in the Afternoon 
tea with the game director event to ask questions. 
 
Reto.RedBjarne cemented the concept of H&G as a grand war game based on the second 
world war. The game combines elements of strategy, action and rpg. The central element of 
the game is a persistent war that players can interact with at any time and where all actions 
have consequences. All features in the game should be rooted in the strategy game but can 
extend to multiple platforms. A basic rules for features and content is that they should have 
been possible in the time period, which means that H&G is much more of a what-if game 
than a historical accurate game.  
 
Reto.RedBjarne told that the long term goals of H&G is for the game setting to gradually 
cover more theatres of war from WW2, engage all military branches including the navy, also 
have co-op and single player game modes, facilitate a deep resource system with raw 
materials, fuels and resource production and a dynamic weather system with seasons 
reflected in the action game. 
 
Reto.RedBjarne said that the short to mid-term goals are to implement and release the 
vehicle update; more maps; and a new air combat battle system. No ETA were given for 
release of any of the mentioned features. 
 
Reto.RedBjarne clarified that the vehicle update provides a more realistic penetration and 
damage system with internal hit-boxes affecting the operation of the vehicle, local armor 
quality/wearout, and ranged penetration falloff; terrain-physics based vehicle handling; more 
realistic ballistics; a flexible deploy logic system that unifies the current deploy timers into a 
single and flexible system and removes the auxiliary seats; a parallel supplyline battle 
system where multiple parallel battles are fought out on supply lines; and a new 12 vs. 12 
Tank Encounter gamemode for Tank Crew with Infantry bots equipped with a.o. AT weapons 
on both sides. 
 
Reto.RedBjarne stated that the new maps will mainly be focused on the new Russian 
mainland terrain. A lot of battles in WW2 were fought in the eastern part of Europe and this 
is something RETO MOTO highlights as a thing that will differentiate H&G compared to 
many other WW2 games that are more focused on the western front. 
 
Reto.RedBjarne finally shared his vision on a new air combat battle system that will facilitate 
three steps of what was referred to as the “tactical air combat doctrine”: Tactical Air 
Superiority - get superiority of the airspace; Interdiction - disrupt enemy supplies; Close Air 
Support - fighters engaged in ground combat which is what we already have in H&G now. 
This system will, besides being an important expansion of the strategy game, further pave 
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the way for dogfight battles and Interdiction battles as well as a dedicated Anti-Aircraft 
Assault Team.  
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Tour of the studio by Reto.Robotron3000 
Reto.Robotron3000, Community Manager 
Reto.McFly, PR Manager 
 
The Studio Tour started from the 5th floor lounge area with a visit to Community and 
Marketing office, Reto.JM gave a quick hello from the management office and we toured the 
Twitch studio where the Update Previews & Q&A & Why streams are broadcast from.  
 
Moving to the 4th floor we entered the room nicknamed “the Embassy” where Reto.Tobby 
and Reto.Ogssan explained what they work on, including giving the Insiders an exclusive 
peek at a fun thing they have prepared for the annual RETO MOTO Christmas party - none 
of the other Retos have seen it.  
 
Moving on to Reto.Leto’s desk he had a spectacular show prepared and dazzled attendants 
with accurate LMG fire from an MG42 stabilized on bipods resting on the hood of a car. He 
also explained in more detail the challenges in getting these bipods to work on all maps and 
in all situations. A very (very very very) early flamethrower prototype also made an 
appearance and toasted the framerate.  
 
We continued with quick stops at Reto.Blitz’ and Reto.Stenum‘s desks and continued to 
Reto.Hr.Wille, Reto.Christiano and Reto.BlackJama’s side of the room for a sneak peak into 
what is happening with graphics at the moment. Homage was paid to Reto.Desji’s desk (he 
was on vacation) and Reto.Colding gave a brief on his work on improved weather settings 
and animations. From here we went and talked to Reto.Vashu, Reto.Eag and Reto.Odin in 
the Strategy and UI/UX area.  
 
Onwards we marched past QA to the last stop on the tour: The office shared by 
Reto.RedBjarne and Reto.Splixxen where both gave a brief overview of what their 
day-to-day work includes.  
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Activity - Afternoon tea with the game director 
The Insiders had a relaxed sit down with Reto.RedBjarne (who don’t actually drink tea) to 
engage in a mutual exchange about Heroes & Generals. RETO MOTO asked all Insiders to 
prepare the top three positive and top three negative topics about Heroes & Generals they 
would like to discuss.  
 
Reto.Colding, Lead Animator  
Reto.RedBjarne, Game Director 
Reto.Splixxen, Head of QA & Support 

Alpha Team 
Marv2.0 
WarDaemon 
Nebraskawow 
 
Reto.Colding explains the ground rules for the afternoon tea with Reto.RedBjarne.  
 
Marv2.0 kicks off the first afternoon tea session.  
Positive: Marv2.0 likes teamplay, especially if it works with randoms. Huge maps and the 
ability to use different loadouts and try them.  
Negative: Tutorials or rather, the lack of tutorials. Some of the ground rules of the game are 
not well explained. Old game mechanics are hard to explain. The Battle Director to 
determine what is fun and what not also misses explanation. 
 
Nebraskawow follows Marv2.0. 
Positive: The combination between strategy and action game. Every battle affects 
something. He likes the Community.  For him this is the biggest selling points. He also likes 
that he can purchase everything with credits. WarDaemon mentions that if you buy a 
Veteran Membership, you may not ever have to invest gold again. He also likes the ability to 
perform so well that you are able to carry the team. 
Negative: The RTS map has its problems. The impact a small group of people can have on 
the war map is incredibly high. Battles can be won very fast and you get to decide where you 
can fight. WarDaemon mentions if it’s not an overlapping primetime for multiple factions, it’s 
possible to rampage as your faction. Faction balance is an issue on the warmap, as e.g. it’s 
very easy for the US and SU faction to start a battle against the German faction. 
Full clan teams against full randoms is also not fun (for either side). It’s the most effective 
strategy, but you have to choose between fun and being effective.  
Too many specialist classes in a battle is also not fun, it’s slower and the battle is less 
intense.  
 
Reto.Redbjarne explains that the class specific game modes will hopefully reduce the 
amount of overstacked special classes in battles. Reto.Splixxen jumps in and adds to this 
that the token system is also able to achieve a better balance in this. Reto.Redbjarne 
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continues to explain that it’s hard to find a solution which benefits everyone and that it’s a 
difficult situation. Wardaemon wants to force the system to have each squad to have at least 
one aux. slot on infantry. This would be a nice temp fix. Reto.Redbjarne explains that this is 
not as simple as just removing it from the UI, but he’ll talk to Reto.Ogssan to see if it’s 
technically possible to do this at the moment. It’s also a consideration of doing it right now if 
it’s time consuming or just move on with a more permanent solution. Reto.Redbjarne also 
explains that the changing is not necessarily the most time consuming, but rather the testing 
required to make sure nothing else broke with this change. 
 
Nebraskawow also points out as a negative point that the new deploy system spreads out 
the infantry more, as there’s more travel time to the objectives and there’s often waiting 
times on the vehicle deploy. Bikes are still available, but mostly on the objectives you have 
to walk towards. Reto.Colding points out that it’s moved out of the objectives to reduce 
massive spawnkilling. Reto.Redbjarne jumps in and explains that Reto.Desji has been 
working on getting bikes available on the deploy zones. Reto.Redbjarne points out that 
there’s a hard cap on certain vehicles, hence the deploy time can be long.  
 
Reto.Redbjarne explains that the idea behind the token system is to also remove a lot of the 
invisible rules and restrictions and replace it with a visible transparent system. The idea also 
is to make the system more flexible and turn every vehicle into an interesting vehicle to use 
instead of a stepping stone to a higher tier tank. 
 
WarDaemon points out his negative thing with the game. 
Negative: The deploy queue on Assault Teams is very high. He’d like the deploy system to 
be based on character and not account. So everybody gets the chance to deploy some of 
their assault teams. First character should prioritize over over tenth character, so whales 
don’t consume the entire stockpile instantly. WarDaemon would also like gold-only items 
which are more unique. Also things such as unique symbols for vehicles and other stuff. 
There needs to be a form of approval for this though, to be sure that no strange pics make it 
in. Reto.Redbjarne finds this difficult, as there’s a lot of stuff that may be offensive to people, 
Reto.Splixxen also mentions copyright laws. An option to disable other people their images / 
tags would also be an option. 
 
A basic clansystem would also be nice, a visibility of the clans which are open for recruiting. 
Basic functions such as a clanchat, sortable friendlist on clan members, distributing officer 
ranks. Make clans more visible. Reto.Splixxen once again mentions that with the more 
information a clan can provide, the more control there should be to avoid scammers or other 
dangerous content. Clan tags should be visible left of the name in the scoreboard. Basic 
statistics should also be visible in case of applicants, so leaders can decide whether or not 
they want this player as a new clan member. 
 
WarDaemon also suggests to reduce the size of the Fighter Assault Teams, as it’s an 
expensive investment and are too easily wasted due to random matchmakers who are bad 
at flying. Reto.Redbjarne brings up the option to have a partial reinforcement, where you 
decide how much supplies of what you want. Reto.Redbjarne will look into it and discuss it 
with some other Developers. [a lot of discussion about this] Command points to be used to 
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set an assault team size would be good as well (mentioned by Marv2.0). So you can set the 
size of your AT based on the command points it uses. 
 
[More discussion - In particular about the walk to the objective zone is to open] 
 
WarDaemon asks who the reports in-game go to. Reto.Splixxen confirms that they end up 
with Support. The amount of reports play a role, but there’s also some filters in place to sort 
out some of the ‘less useful’ reports. Recurrent users on the report list (veterans) are also 
checked on a regular basis, to ensure they still play legit. 
 
Nebraskawow has a question in regards to the new terrain system. Right now, it’s not easy 
to shoot someone out of a car at full speed, but if you make a vehicle a lot slower, it will be 
much easier to shoot someone out. Reto.Redbjarne wants to have it tested as soon as 
possible, to ensure that the vehicles are not too slow. It will probably require a lot of 
tweaking. WarDaemon asks if the planes will also be affected by this new system on the 
ground. Reto.Splixxen says this is a maybe, but needs to be carefully considered, as it would 
make it a lot easier to get stuck in trees or other objects. The conversation flows into the 
vehicle physics. Reto.Redbjarne points out that Reto.Leto has made a lot of adjustments and 
fixes, but it’s yet to be seen how much the system has improved and if it fixed all the physic 
issues.  
 
Nebraskawow points out that the underdog bonus results in certain factions always have a 
lot of warfunds. This results in players not caring what happens with their units and 
effectively waste them. It leads to resources being wasted, which could’ve been used by 
other players more effectively, but also the strategic knowledge is lowered, because the loss 
doesn’t matter. Reto.Splixxen mentions that this is a recurrent subject especially lately and 
multiple options are being worked on. The population balance is however an issue across 
many games, where players appear to prefer one faction over another. Wording and 
communication matter a lot for players to determine their faction. Small tweaks as saying 
overpop faction results in a longer matchmaking time can already change a lot. Ideally there 
would of course be no underdog bonus, starting with attempting to spread the new influx of 
players over all three factions, instead of everything to the German faction. 
 
Reto.Colding is a party pooper and stops this session (time’s up!). 
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Bravo Team 
d|ng 
RadicalEdward2 
Belgwyn 
 
Reto.Redbjarne points out that mentioning positive stuff as well is very important for 
Development. So that it can be remembered for the future. Reto.Splixxen adds on this to 
make sure that we know this is a positive aspect, even though we may have had the thought 
ourselves that it was a feature in need of replacement.  
 
D|ng: 
Positive: 
D|ng really likes the old-style gaming feeling. He doesn’t like a minimap or similar ‘modern’ 
features. A compass would be appreciated though. Reto.Redbjarne points out that the 
majority of the company is against a minimap. The compass should be separate from the 
in-game map, as it’s too difficult to orientate yourself on it now. A more preferred way would 
be to have it somewhere on the screen, or partially spread on the screen, so communication 
for players becoming easier. 
 
Reto.Redbjarne describes that the current Action Game UI is build on a very old system and 
Reto wants to move to the new UI system, which would make it easier to make UI changes 
in the Action Game. Currently it’s a resource consuming task to adjust the UI. Right now 
Reto is in the process of figuring out what other options there are, so any changes to the 
Action Game UI might be delayed until a new system is in place to make features like a 
compass much easier to add.  
 
D|ng really likes the first aid kits and the ability to be a medic and heal others. It really 
encourages teamplay. He also likes the idea of adding ammunition distribution, being in line 
with medics.  
 
New flight controls are awesome, it opened the door to a lot of players to start flying.  
 
The Community outreach is also something which D|ng greatly appreciates, being more 
open and allow for possibilities like the Insider Summit. 
 
Negative: 
Experience rewards for capturing objectives, killing people on objectives and also being 
rewarded if you die during capturing should be a large primary source of experience in the 
game to provide incentives for players to play for the objectives.  
 
It needs to be taken into consideration that players may earn too much experience points for 
this by exploiting the mechanic in war battles. When capturing a primary objective as an 
attacker, attackers have the option to capture all the enemy lines leading to the primary 
objective. D|ng suggests that these lines should automatically be captured to prevent this 
kind of behavior and to prevent back and forth capturing between these points.  
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Reto.Redbjarne points out that talking to Reto.Ogssan about this is a good idea, as he’s 
more involved in this system and the experience rewards. Sometimes it can be really hard to 
detect what the player is doing, the system needs to be able to detect specific behavior in 
order to provide an experience bonus, without ‘confusing’ situations.  
 
D|ng further points out (and every present Insider agrees) is providing a second soldier to 
new players. One with the Semi-Automatic Rifle and one with a SMG to provide with better 
close quarter combat abilities. This will also teach the player that having more than one 
soldier is useful. This is providing a player an easier and more fun experience at the start of 
the game. Reto.Redbjarne totally agrees, he also says it’s very confusing that all soldiers 
look totally alike (same face and all). 
 
Another issue pointed out by D|ng is the amount of headshots in the game. Reto.Redbjarne 
elaborates on the subject. Reto.Redbjarne believes that the issue is deeper than just the 
headshot. If people shoot in the chest first and the last bullet hits the head, it still counts as a 
headshot and that may be frustrating, but a player would’ve died in this case anyway. 
 
D|ng says this might be true, but he feels like it is much easier to make headshots in H&G 
than other games. Shrinking the head could be an option. Reto.Splixxen points out that this 
is not an option, as it would result in players shooting someone in the face, and the hit 
wouldn’t hit the head hitbox. Reto.Redbjarne also thinks it would be okay to stop the pistol 
ammunition or ricochet off it, but for example a rifle bullet, should be a headshot.  
 
Last negative point from D|ng, coming from the more competitive players in the game. The 
weapon balance is not as bad as they say it is, but there’s definitely truth residing in it. US 
weapons have a lower amount of equipment points. This should be equalized. On a 
competitive level, D|ng also says that it lacks versus the other faction’s weapons unless a 
headshot is made. It could use a slight buff in terms of damage, so it’s able to kill players on 
close range with heavy set a little faster. It currently is just outmatched by the Johnson, 
M1919 and AVS in a veteran vs veteran fight. There’s a lot of ideas on the forum, but a slight 
buff could be in place. Like what was done with the MG42, right now it’s in a perfect state. 
 
For the Soviets, the SMG’s should be buffed. The PPS-43 is more expensive as the Mp40, 
but it has more sway and less damage. The spray on the PPD and PPSH-41 is also very 
high. The sway on all the Soviet SMG’s should be reduced and consider upping the damage 
of the PPS-43 a bit to make it match with the other SMG’s. 
 
Last but not least, consider adding more instability to the M1919 MG, as it’s very accurate at 
the moment. Reto.Colding asks for a list with the proposed balance changes, so it can also 
be looked into at a different time as well.  
 
Belgwyn: 
Positive: 
H&G is massively diverse and finds a nice balance between Arcade and Realism. It could 
use a little more realism, but it’s not a gamebreaker. Reto.Redbjarne points out that this is 
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also an idea with the new armor system, to go a little more towards realism. Belgwyn points 
out that he’s skeptical about this feature, as it could be great, but could also really break the 
game. 
 
The weapon balance is very close to perfect and it should currently not be the main focus. 
Against clans it’s not pleasant for the German faction, but there’s always the option to play 
other battles and generally the weapons do fine in most battles. Belgwyn has also made a 
poll on the forums about adding more realism to the weapons and shifting balance to sway 
and precision instead of also the rate of fire. Coming from other WW2 weapons, Belgwyn 
expects some of the weapons to handle differently. They should edge closer to the reality.  
 
Reto.Splixxen jumps in and mentions that weapon balance needs to be continuously added. 
A new vehicle or new combat badge can already shift the balance, requiring adjustments of 
balance on all fronts. We want weapon diversity, everybody should use weapons from the 
entire game so we don’t want any weapons to be very specifically over favored.  
 
Negative: 
Jumping to the next subject, German overpopulation is really a big issue. Belgwyn’s take on 
this is that it’s very hard to find battles they want to play. You stand in queue’s constantly 
and it’s very hard to play with larger amount of players together, like the SU and US faction 
can. 
 
Splixxen mentions that games with factions in general tends to have one that is 
overpopulated. Belgwyn mentions that visualizing the player imbalance could help a lot with 
players realizing that the waiting times can be long on some battles. For players lacking time 
to play, it’s good to quickly see where they can get the fastest match. 
 
The bonus to experience draws so much attention to the war map, even though new(er) 
players have a horrible time against veterans with their unupgraded weapons. The 
discussion flows in the recently shown statistics. Reto.Redbjarne points out that with 
collecting the metrics, RETO makes sure to e.g. take players who only played more than 100 
hours and other filters to make sure valuable results come out. The results are that weapons 
are generally very close in balance. With such huge groups being used for the metrics, 
generally the stats balance out.  
 
Belgwyn wonders how much better a weapon such as the STG will really be, if the damage 
is slightly increase. How much will it affect the statistics. Reto.Splixxen says that the better 
players will be a lot better, but the bad players may not have an increased performance. 
There’s a lot of areas that can be tweaked, such as deploy delay. It’s not directly seen in the 
damage statistics, but it makes a huge difference in actual battles. Belgwyn really likes these 
statistics being released. 
 
Moving on the next point, Belgwyn feels that the German faction really lacks a weapon on 
the Infantry soldier with a medium to high RPM. An option would be indeed to make the 
FG-42 available to infantry. Adding e.g. the MG30 or FG42 could further diversify the 
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German arsenal. The 6th, 7th and 8th Fallschirmjägerdivisions were trained and deployed as 
Infantry, and they had the FG-42.  
Last point which Belgwyn points out is that making maps with a single primary objective 
would be easier with the deploy zones, reduce time of creation and can be more easily 
balanced and fun to play. Reto.Colding says this fits well in the current plans.  
 
RadicalEdward2: 
Positive: 
Large scale wars are awesome. Each town could potentially be a unique map. 
 
Negative: 
Underpopulation bonus & Auto resolve. 
Underdog bonus implies that the bonus goes to the loser of the war. Currently, Germany 
loses most wars and should therefore be the bonus receiver. However, it’s based on player 
population, so the it would be better to change the underdog bonus name to a more fitting 
name. Reto.Splixxen confirms that a name change will be done. 
 
Another problem is that this bonus has been so high, that the factions receiving this bonus 
has received a substantial amount of warfunds extra (on average).  
 
Auto resolve plays a huge factor in this, as Germany generally wins most battles, still loses 
all wars. Reto.Redbjarne is under the impression that auto resolve doesn’t run that much, in 
comparison to the amount of battles being played. He’d like to review more statistics on this, 
to see what is actually the case. 
 
It’s also mentioned that it should be more apparent which battle is considered ‘fun’ and 
which battles are not considered ‘fun’, so players know what to send in where. There could 
also be a reward for battles being won with a general lack of resources in comparison to the 
available resources on the other team.  
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Charlie Team 
Atway 
BrandonSolo10 
Lycrist_Katkiller 
 
Lycrist_Katkiller: 
Positive: 
Combined warfare (tanks and infantry combined and such) is great. So is the combination of 
the RTS and Action Game. The ability to take out everything is also great and being able to 
send in the resources yourself. 
 
The communication with the Community is a lot better now. The Q&A’s are great, but most of 
the questions are not relevant for Lycrist_Katkiller. Questions such as naval warfare are not 
relevant.  
 
Negative: 
The Russian servers (Moscow) are a big issue. Reto.Splixxen explains that it has multiple 
reason. There was some (apparently) faulty hardware, but there’s also routing issues. ISP’s 
are re-routing and causing issues. So it’s not the servers that is at fault, but the ISP’s in 
between you and the server. Other options (besides replacing servers, which won’t fix it) are 
being looked into, such as changing hosting location. Lycrist_Katkiller would like the 
Community to be more informed about this. 
 
Underdog bonus is based on all enrolled players in the faction, even though a lot of players 
only play staged while being enrolled. Reto.Splixxen jumps in and says there’s a lot of 
upcoming changes planned to address some of the concerns around the underdog bonus. 
It’s something RETO wants to do in baby steps to ensure success.  
 
In order to facilitate more interesting RTS game, it could be a good idea to make map 
rotation rotate per war, so every war is different in terms of lines you have to play in certain 
areas. It would also be interesting to rotate the starting capitals, to see how it influences the 
game. Reto.Redbjarne mentions that he finds this an interesting experiment.  
 
Another issue Lycrist_Katkiller mentions is the assault team queue. While some factions can 
deploy and deploy, some factions are stuck in queue’s. Reto.Redbjarne says that as an 
experiment, it could also be interesting to massively increase the stockpile to German 
standards to see what effect this would have on the war.  
 
The ability to change faction could also interest players, so you would basically sell 
everything on your faction and purchase yourself in on a different faction. Both 
Reto.Redbjarne and Reto.Splixxen mention that this is a huge amount of backend work and 
very difficult to actually do. It’s something we (as RETO) understands, but this will cause 
many issues.  
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To balance the factions better, it could also be an option to put a hard limit on a faction. 
Reto.Redbjarne mentions that this is easily exploitable and can be trolled and the fact that 
the population shifts immensely in a 24 hour period that this would be difficult.  
 
BrandonSolo10 
Positive: 
Combined arms is great. Having planes, tanks and infantry all fighting in the same battle is 
quite unique. The ability to switch between roles is great.  
 
Only game where you can make the Action Game count for the RTS. 
 
Negative: 
Some special careers feel like you play a game within a game. For example the planes, they 
pretty much play on their own and don’t have to coordinate with ground units. Instead of 
being there as support for the infantry, these classes tend to do their own thing and not 
involving themselves in the victory too much. There should be more synergy.  
 
Reto.Redbjarne wonders what kind of suggestions BrandonSolo has for this issue. For 
starters, Brandonsolo mentions that the proximity bonus for tanks doesn’t work, as it 
supports infantry being near tanks, but it should be the tanks engaging near infantry. So the 
bonus should be turned around to force tankers to move closer to infantry.  
 
Soldiers should also have specific purposes instead of right now being able to dual purpose 
it. Being able to use a Semi-Automatic Rifle and Anti-Tank weapon is quite strong.  
 
Another class which lacks synergy is the recon career. Reto.Redbjarne jumps the gun and 
mentions plans and designs for Recons. Reto.Redbjarne would like to see them more as 
scouts and being behind enemy lines, rather than snipers. It was also discussed to give 
them radios for spotting purposes. Multi-Purpose, but you’ll have to decide which role you 
want it to be. The ability to snipe with it, won’t be removed, as there’s a lot of players simply 
wanting to snipe. Insiders suggest that colored smoke could also be an interesting ability for 
recons to use to mark stuff.  
 
The Anti-Aircraft guns are mostly a support role for planes in the air, but are unable to 
compete alone against fighters. They are bomb materials and could use with some more 
historical accuracy according to BrandonSolo. The positions should also be reviewed. 
Reto.Redbjarne mentions that placement is a careful subject, as they shouldn’t be used too 
much to destroy infantry. The Insiders suggest making it locked on certain angles, so it can 
only be used against planes.  
 
New issue brought up by BrandonSolo10 is the headshot ratio. Same things are now 
discussed as can be seen in the summary from group Bravo. 
 
Atway: 
Positive: 
The whole game. 
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Negative: 
In 90% of all battles, every class plays their own game. There’s just no teamwork. Tankers 
just  stand still and spam HE until they die. They play for their own gain, they don’t play for 
the objectives. Every battle has five or six tankers with little infantry roles. The balance 
between special classes and infantry is broken.  
 
Atway also feels that the Soviet tanks are too weak and a lot of players currently don’t enjoy 
playing them. 
 
To balance out the tanks, amount of HE equipped on tanks should be reduced, but the anti 
tank rambo’s should also be less effective. Reto.Splixxen mentions that there’s several ways 
to look into the anti-tank rambo’s, such as increasing equipment points. 
 
Atway also suggest that lend-lease weapons should return. If you max out an enemy 
weapons ribbon (by picking them up) you can purchase the weapon. It would cost a lot 
more, but players would have the ability to play with other faction’s weapons. Reto.Splixxen 
mentions some ideas about loot canisters (loot boxes), with a rare chance of receiving an 
enemy weapon which can’t be repaired.  
 
Atway mentions that the amount of P-38’s in the sky is rather high. Reto.Redbjarne talks 
about Reto.Christiano looking into this, as he also has all the statistics and it seems they are 
very close to each other (in terms of power). Reto.Redbjarne says some sales on fighters 
might also help boost the fighter population on other factions a bit. Insider mention that this 
probably won’t help. Reto.Redbjarne wants to look more into this to see if it’s a scary myth of 
the P-38 or other reasons are in place. It’s also mentioned by the Insiders that the German 
pilot is much more exposed in the Heavy Fighter (this is simply the design). There’s research 
to be done here what the causes are.  
 
Atway moves on to a next issue. The capture zones can be very annoying, such as the C4 
and D4 on the Town map. They are so big, that a lot of players can hide at various place. A 
lot of players can hide on both sides of the capture zone and have an eternal shoot out. 
 
The sizes of the capture zones in height are also very annoying, such as Factory O1, O2 
and the Church capture zone on Town. It also doesn’t make sense, as capturing the factory 
is important, not the roof. Atway would like all roofs to be excluded from the capture zones to 
facilitate better gameplay and encourage more combat inside the actual buildings.  
 
Last but not least, Atway wants a search option in the friend list. He has so many friends in 
the list, that it’s hard to track down specific players. Reto.Colding says without promise that 
this shouldn’t be super hard to implement and iterations are probably required on these 
screens. 
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Activity - Developer Panel 
The Insiders got to hang out with a panel of game developers capable of answering even the 
most detailed Heroes & Generals related questions. RETO MOTO asked the Insiders to 
prepare topics to discuss prior to the Summit. 
 
Reto.blackjama, Graphic Artist 
Reto.Hr.Wille, Art Director 
Reto.Stenum, Lead Programmer 
Reto.Leto, Game Programmer 
Reto.Ogssan, Game Programmer 
Reto.Vashu, Game Programmer 
Reto.Blitz, Game Programmer 
 

This is how the developers introduced themselves: 
 
Reto.Blackjama is mostly doing flash stuff (renders and such) and has recently started doing 
some in-game stuff as could be seen on his computer during the office tour.  
 
Reto.Vashu is doing a lot of UI on everything but the Action Game. He joined the US faction 
when it was the big underdog and built up so much there, that he never switched to gear up 
on other factions.  
 
Reto.Blitz is an action game programmer, working (among other things) on the physics and 
tools for performance optimization. Blitz mainly plays the GE faction. 
 
Reto.Hr.Wille is involved with the design of the vehicles and weapons. He’s now also 
involved with coordinating new map assets. Reto.Hr.Wille is a primary SU player. 
 
Reto.Ogssan is an action game programmer. He does a lot of the game modes, gameplay 
features, weapon balance and a lot of other stuff. He used to be an US player, but a year 
ago he switched to playing fulltime SU. 
 
Reto.Leto is an action game programmer and is involved in the core action game 
programming such as the netcode. He also used to play the US but is now a fulltime SU 
player.  
 
Reto.Stenum is the main server backend programmer. He deals with everything that is not 
the action game server, such as the matchmaker and the battle director. He’s currently 
working on the re-factoring of the RTS. He’s now a main PPS not a PPD player.  
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Alpha Team 
Marv2.0 
WarDaemon 
Nebraskawow 
 
WarDaemon opens up that it would be really nice to have ingame clan features. He states 
that if it wasn’t for the clan he joined, he would not have been playing the game for very long. 
If there would be ingame features for a clan system, many players might stay longer with the 
game. 
 
Added that it would be good to have more options with your friends list, where you can group 
your friends into a certain category. You should also be able to see which battle people are 
in without having to select their name first. Furthermore you should be able to see how many 
people are fighting in that battle (is it full or not) or if it is almost ending. 
 
Clans should have some functions regarding a hierarchy. You should be able to say who has 
rights like setting invites, changing the clans description etc. 
 
When RETO asked about the difficulty of getting into the game, Marv2.0 pitched in that 
everything is very poorly explained. For example what the difference is between staged and 
war.  
 
When asked Nebraska shares that his clan mostly recruits by finding people themselves, 
while they do give players that join their teamspeak a chance, but if the player is not good 
enough, they will not invite him in the clan. WarDaemon mentions that there are big 
differences in clans, where for example Devils Brigade let in (almost) everyone. 
 
If clans are introduced, there should be some kind of visible clan-tags, so that other players 
can see what clan they belong to. 
 
RETO asked if the Insiders decide beforehand which player uses which class. Nebraskawow 
and WarDaemon both state that they and their clan almost always join as infantry, and take 
a few auxiliary slots with them. Marv 2.0, who mostly plays alone, also states that he almost 
always joins as infantry. They sometimes feel like players that join matches with other 
classes can be bad for their team.  
 
RETO asks if it would be good to higher levels, the Insiders do not think that is a good idea. 
They would however like to see more infantry in the matches. They would like the idea of a 
maximum of one specialist squad per battle (one tank team, one pilot team, one recon team) 
 
The squad leader system should also look more at the soldiers level, not just the global rank 
of the account. This would make the chance that the most experienced player becomes 
squad leader higher. 
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When asked on how many infantry the Insiders have, Marv2.0 and WarDaemon have about 
ten infantry characters alone, Nebraskawow has even more, around 20 characters. He also 
mentions that characters are listed differently in the flash client than in the action game, 
which makes it hard to find his characters. An option to make it easier would also be to show 
different icons on them, for example which weapon they carry. 
 
WarDaemon states that he dislike the amount of scopes in the game, RETO responded that 
we wish to add more types of scopes, with lower class scopes for infantry, while moving the 
better scopes to recon. RETO also states that we are working on better iron sights. 
 
Another point is that the bolt-action is not as fun to play with as they used to be. 
Semi-automatic rifles are too strong as two-hit kill. 
 
When asked, the Insiders don’t want half damage on weapons, Wardaemon mentions he 
would prefer the guns to be even stronger, rather than weaker. Their opinion about heavy 
set is mixed, while they are not in love with it, removing it would result into everyone using 
bolt-action rifles. RETO came with the point that it could be replaced by equipment, like 
armour or a stronger helmet. 
 
On the question if heavy set is required, the statement would be that it’s not required for all 
soldiers, but it is very important. 
 
When asked about specialist infantry perks, Insiders state it’s not a bad idea. A side-note is 
that a lot of players have no idea how that you can have more than one soldier. This is a big 
disadvantage as they cannot change weapons mid-battle. When RETO mentions a free 
second character when archiving a certain (low) rank, the Insiders respond positive. 
Another option would be that when you buy a package from the store, it would be good if 
they come with a soldier.  
 
WarDaemon mentions that you should get veteran the moment you log in for the first time. 
This should last for a week, because of this week, people will be introduced more with how 
veteran membership works so that players will get ‘hooked’ to it. 
 
When asked why they play Heroes & Generals Marv 2.0 says that free to play really is a big 
part of the decision why he joined H&G. As it is much more accessible to try it than for 
example Battlefield. WarDaemon says it’s mostly the war that keeps him going. The feeling 
that every battle adds to the campaign map. New players should be guided into war much 
more to show them what it means when they win or lose. 
 
RETO responded that there is an idea to also have staged battles impact the war, to help 
players learn what the game is all about. The Insiders repeat that it needs to be 
communicated better what effect the players action in an action game has. 
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They would also like to get more information about their assault teams. How did my assault 
team perform in a certain battle? RETO replies that it is something we want to work to, but 
it’s not an easy task and will take some time. 
 
Nebraskawow mentions that it’s not fun when a full veteran team plays against random 
opponents. If you queue during low-population times, battles sometimes do not start. When 
this happens you either need to wait for a long time, or you are ‘forced’ to play random war, 
or even staged battles. This can place you in battles where you have very low supplies, or 
you are put against very new players in staged battles. 
 
Players (of a higher level) should be pushed more to join war missions, as this would make 
the waiting times in war missions much shorter. War should be much more of an ‘end-game’ 
than it currently is.  Some battles in staged have on average higher ranked players than war 
missions do. The Insiders move back to the point that there needs to be more information on 
what war really means. 
 
Nebraskawow suggests that people should be put into more balanced war-missions first, war 
missions that have tanks on both sides should start much faster than a battle where one 
faction has tanks, places etc. while the other faction only has infantry. 
 
Marv2.0 adds that you should be able to change your ‘filters’ to make it possible to avoid 
battles where your faction has very poor supplies. 
 
WarDaemon mentions that it would be nice if you can spend gold on things like custom 
images on your tank or plane. You would upload a picture from your own computer, RETO 
would then manually look at the pictures and (dis)allow them based on what they look like. It 
would cost gold to upload these images. 
 
This would work well with a clan-system, as players would love to all have the same badges 
on their tanks/planes. 
 
RETO asks if it would be okay to add some type of editor for images, rather than submitting 
images. WarDaemon answers that he would spend less gold on that, than on self-submitted 
images. It would be nice to have several spots on (for example) tanks where you can place 
multiple different images. For example a picture that fits the player on the sides, while the 
clan tag on top of the tank. 
 
Nebraskawow mentions that in World of Tanks they had custom images for tanks, and many 
people spend a lot of money on it. 
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Bravo Team 
d|ng 
RadicalEdward2 
Belgwyn 
 
Reto.Blackjama kicks off the Developer Panel summary with a question towards the Insiders. 
How did you come to play the game and for which faction?  
 
D|ng is currently mainly an US player and joined shortly after the implementation of the 
Soviet Union faction.  
 
Belgwyn has joined around the Rommel update and is a main GE player. 
 
RadicalEdward2 started playing in late 2015. What got him into checking out the game first, 
was that it was a WW2 game in development. FrankieonPC (The YouTube’er) did a video on 
the game in earlier stage and encouraged RadicalEdward2 to try it out.  
 
Belgwyn leaves no time to pause and jumps straight to the RTS questions :D. He’d like to be 
able to group Assault Teams so it’s more convenient to move them around.  
 
D|ng moves the discussion to knowing the ping before joining an Action Game. He’d like to 
know beforehand what ping the server will be. For example, Asians queueing versus US 
players will result in either of the two ending up with an extremely high ping. Reto.Stenum 
explains that the majority of the players decide which location the server will be. When 
playing across the oceans, it’s inevitable that some players might get a slightly worse ping.  
 
Somewhere in the previous discussions a compass was mentioned. Reto.Hr.Wille would like 
to know how the Insiders think it should be visualized. It should not be bound on the in-game 
map, but should always be available to also help communicate directions. The ability to 
request help or engage targets and that being shown somewhere could also help. This could 
go well in combination with a spotting key. Reto.Ogssan mentions that when the recons 
receive an overhaul, the entire spotting mechanic will also be looked at. The spotting 
distance may be set too low, as sometimes the icons are not visible for players spotting 
tanks for tanks. One of the Developers inquires if it would be interesting to see the other 
Squad orders more easily. Insiders respond that it could be useful (it’s already visible for 
Squad Leaders), but needs  to be better visualized. 
 
Belgwyn mentions that another way to teach players, is to make clans more visible. They 
play a big role in teaching players and result in players sticking around for longer. D|ng 
jumps in and says that not that many clan features are needed, since not everyone wants to 
play in a clan, but having a separate list in your friendlist with clan players would already be 
great.  
 
D|ng asks about the limitation of the Squad sizes. Reto.Ogssan says that in the vehicle 
overhaul update, the idea is that all the squads are the same size, but you can link them 
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together in the matchmaker. You could also link across squad types. Reto.Stenum adds to 
this that right now the UI is limiting for Squads and confusing for new players. So the though 
it to create a system where you enter a lobby and that’s where you can create and link 
squads. You’d then enter the same battle and be in different squads.  
RadicalEdward2 mentions that you can’t change your squad settings until you are actually in 
a squad. It can’t be done beforehand. Reto.Vashu mentions that RETO is aware and it would 
be optimal to have a different tab for Squad which can be accessed at all times. A general 
overview for squads in battle, where they can see what the generals want to focus on could 
also result in better squad play.  
 
Reto.Stenum confirms that increasing the communication between Generals and the Action 
Battles is a point of interest for RETO as well. Not necessarily in the form of a battle 
commander, but other ways of e.g. players requesting tanks and generals communicating 
back.  
 
D|ng mentions being able to participate as a general in the action game chat if you have 
units in that specific battle.  
 
Belgwyn is wondering how the outsourcing of asset development works. Reto.Hr.Wille 
explains that Reto.Desji is responsible for the gameflow of a map and the design. For the 
past four to five years weapons & vehicles have already been outsourced. Now the assets 
(environment stuff) will also be outsourced. Reto.Desji says he requires this or that type of 
assets, and Reto.Hr.Wille and Reto.Blackjama prepare this for outsourcing. It’s not as easy 
as it sounds to forward this. A lot of details have to be included. 
 
Reto.Stenum in addition explains that the current assets on the French and mountain terrain 
are running in an old pipeline, so each of these assets have to be manually upgraded to the 
new pipeline. The new Soviet maps being worked on, are built from scratch in this new 
pipeline and will also have a lot less issues with altering environments.  
 
RadicalEdward2 also mentions that window breaking is sometimes a bit broken, as shooting 
one of the windows results in glass being stuck on some other places. Reto.Hr.Wille explains 
that the new pipeline system will allow for ‘one window’ so everything will break if you shoot 
it. This should prevent the glass from getting stuck in strange places. 
 
Moving on, Belgwyn wonders what the Developers look forward to in Heroes & Generals and 
their specific area of work. 
 
Reto.Stenum kicks off by saying he’s really looking forward to iterating on the strategy game. 
Right now, every fix which is being done, breaks two more things. It has been deemed as 
mission critical and every moment he’s not working on something else, he can spend on this. 
An easy example is the morale system, it’s a simple task but took forever to do, because you 
had to move around and deal with old code so much. 
 
Reto.Leto is looking forward to increasing the amount of players in battle and improving the 
performance. He’s also enjoying the work on the vehicle update, as well as working on the 
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bots. The bots will for example also play a role on the tank-only map. RadicalEdward2 
mentions that he’d like the bots to be a bit more smooth and cinematic. Reto.Leto agrees 
and has some plans to improve on the general bot behavior.  
 
Reto.Ogssan is looking forward to the vehicle overhaul as a whole. From balance to new 
penetration models to gameplay. The idea is also to make the anti-tank weaponry from 
Infantry damage models instead of generally destroying the tanks. There are concerns from 
the Insiders that tankers would have to be non-stop forced to repair their tank. Reto.Ogssan 
explains that it depends on how hard it is to damage certain modules and how easy it is to 
repair it. There has been talks about adding a mini radar when inside your tank, so you know 
if teammates are standing behind you or on your tank, as well as enemies. This will provide 
some more situational awareness if players are very close to your tank. It will also help with 
tanks driving away if you’re using the crates or using it for cover.  
 
Belgwyn wonders if it’s possible to have the tank interior visible as well. Reto.Hr.Wille says 
that currently there’s no manpower to provide an interior design for 60 vehicles, but it could 
be interesting to start with one per faction.  
 
Reto.Hr.Wille is very excited about doing environment asset work. He’s looking forward to 
tackle limitations and work on improving the asset availability. He’s also superhyped in 
meeting the Insiders and speaking with incredible dedicated H&G gamers.  
 
Reto.Blitz has been looking into wind and more destructible environments. He very much 
would like to see this in the game. Being able to run over bushes, but also wind moving 
bushes and affecting bullets.  
 
RadicalEdward2 inquires about the lighting system, he feels that the game is too bright and 
blue filter layered. Reto.Hr.Wille explains that the lighting system is something being worked 
on, and there’s also currently no interior lighting system in place. The various textures 
currently have various settings, which is causing lighting issues. In the new soviet map every 
texture will immediately have the most recent universal settings so the lighting system can 
better balance in it.  
 
Reto.Vashu is mostly excited about connecting the strategy game to the rest of the game. 
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Charlie Team 
Atway 
BrandonSolo10 
Lycrist_Katkiller 
 
The first point to be discussed was brought up by Atway and was if it would be possible to 
combine the action client and the flash client into a single client. RETO responded that we 
want to do it, but we don’t yet know how and when, as it is a very complicated process to 
combine the two. 
 
Lycrist_Katkiller had concerns about the deploy queue that is becoming longer and longer 
with players that own more and more generals. Already too many units on the map as well 
as a too large queue. Another point by Lycrist_Katkiller is to turn off auto resolve to also 
make wars last longer. Atway furthermore shared that he does not play war a lot, since he 
enjoys playing all factions, this makes using assault teams very difficult. 
 
BrandonSolo10 stated that the special classes are unbalanced, sometimes you have too 
many specialists, in other scenarios you actually have too few. Lycrist_Katkiller added that it 
would be nice to have more specialist vs specialist battles (for example fighters versus 
fighters). RETO confirmed that this is our wish as well. One suggest to fix this, was to only 
allow infantry squads into war missions and must swap classes once they have joined the 
battle (tokens/auxiliary's). 
 
Atway and BrandonSolo10 find that there is too much special supply in staged missions (for 
example 240 infantry, and 100+ recon deploys). Lycrist_Katkiller requested that it would be 
good to be able to change class if you run out of a certain supply. However RETO stated 
that the squad system makes this very difficult. 
 
The Insiders mentioned they do not like the RNG, but would not mind them being logical. For 
example bullets affected by wind. 
 
BrandonSolo10 thought that tank combat exists too much out of camping from a hill, the 
tanks are helped in this by a too high quantity of shells. 
 
Atway wanted to talk about scopes. There are simply too many of them. His first point was 
that recons are useless due to the scopes on infantry. RETO responded that we want to 
move the 4x scopes to recon only, while giving lower scoped (including new ones) to 
infantry. BrandonSolo10 added it would be good to add a bigger variety of armored cars to 
recons. As well as XP for spotting and smoke grenades. 
 
The next topic was more regarding RTS. RETO stated that we are working on a new 
battle-system, where there will be more battles between towns, as shown in the presentation 
by Reto.Redbjarne. When asked what the Insiders thought about it, they responded positive 
as it would create a bigger variety of battles. RETO also stated that we want staged battles 
to also have some type of influence on the war. What form exactly is not known yet. 
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Lycrist_Katkiller is suggesting to rotate all the town on the map every war (randomly swap 
the assault lines around), to make it as balanced as possible. Something that should also be 
rotated are the starting capital towns. But only for a few wars, to test if it is the map layout 
that makes Germany lose. BrandonSolo10 and Lycrist_Katkiller also add that the faction 
who owns Scandinavia wins the war. 
 
Lycrist_Katkiller would like to see more variation in the maps, in the war, you almost only 
play French town and Mountain town, while you hardly play airfields or the factory. Can 
RETO turn the forward airfield as town map as well? 
 
Atway would also like to see more progression for infantry, with more specialisation (other 
than badges). More in terms of perks. Atway’s last point was to get the ability to try out guns 
on a shooting range.  
 
Lycrist_Katkiller mentioned that mobile AA is currently not very useful, it would be nice to 
give them AP or HE rounds. Furthermore he noted that healing friendly players can be quite 
annoying, as soon as the player you try to heal moves (even when going into crouch) 
healing stops and has to be restarted. 
 
Lycrist_Katkiller’s last point was to make it a bit easier for new players. Once a new player 
unlocks the SMG, he should get a second soldier for free, equipped with an SMG. To show 
new players that you can have more than one infantry. Furthermore he stated it would be a 
good idea to give the first soldier that reaches the correct ribbon, a free jeep. 
 
Reto.hades ended with the question what the Insiders thought about the staged battle 
set-up. Lycrist_Katkiller stated that it would be better if the assault lines for the attackers, 
would lead to the same objective (Town map A+B, C+D or C+E e.g.) 
 
A last point that came to table was a request for better communication ingame, when 
something breaks. 
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Activity - Play Session 
The Insiders were engaged in 3 x 20 minutes play sessions.  
  

● One where they should show they think are the best things about playing Heroes & 
Generals 

● One where they should show they think are the most frustrating things in Heroes & 
Generals 

● And finally a 20 minute surprise play session, where they as the first players ever 
played the new Encounter map that will be released in 1.10 

 
RETO MOTO asked all Insiders to prepare the for the Play Session with the best things 
about playing H&G as well as the most frustrating things they would like to show 
 
Reto.Odin, UI/UX Designer 
Reto.Tobby, Game Programmer 
Reto.Gargamel, Support manager 
 
The Play Session summaries takes a very long time to make, so they will be added at a later 
point. They are being worked on though... 
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Dinner, Lunch and breaks 
At lunch Insiders and Retos ate sandwiches in the cantina. This was the first chance for the 
Insiders to talk informally with Retos. 
 
Between each activity there were short breaks, and after all activities had ended (before 
dinner) we had a one-hour break which acted as buffer in case of slip in the timeplan. During 
this hour-long break the Insiders talked informally with Retos. 
 
The dinner took place at Brewpub across the street after the entire day at RETO MOTO HQ 
ended. At the dinner the Insiders could continue the informal discussions with Retos over a 
burger and beverages. The last Insider returned to the hotel around 2am after long informal 
discussions with Retos. 
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